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Executive Summary 
Virtualization and associated Cloud Computing implementations within US Government 
departments, at the server and desktop, are happening at a gathering pace. In February 2011 the 
US Chief Information Officer released the Federal Cloud Computing Strategy with the “Cloud First” 
policy. This strategy is intended to accelerate the pace at which the US government will realize the 
value of cloud computing and the associated virtualization technology. The lack of security control 
transparency is a leading inhibitor to the adoption of cloud and associated virtualization services. 

Virtualized servers and desktops face many of the same security challenges as their physical 
counterparts and additionally have to contend with a number of security concerns specific to the 
virtual environment such as: inter VM traffic, resource contention, blurring of system and network 
security boundaries, mixed trust levels, security zoning, and separation of duties. 

In order to realize the benefits of virtualization such as: improved ROI, increased flexibility, improved 
responsiveness, and efficient resource utilization; traditional security paradigms such as defence in 
depth and security zoning need to evolve to embrace a virtual world where the data center including 
servers, data and network appliances are all virtual and abstracted from the underlying physical 
buildings, hardware and cabling. 

This white paper summarizes the analysis and results of a system level risk assessment, conducted 
on the VMware vSphere 4.1 ESXi environment; and how the introduction of the Trend Micro Deep 
Security 7.5 Virtualized Appliance, into the system, can assist typical US Government enterprises 
and System Integrators in countering the security threats identified. The paper demonstrates that 
Trend Micro understands the client’s risk management policies as required by FISMA and that Trend 
Micro is striving to assist departments in the deployment of secure solutions within this framework. 

The white paper builds on the Trend Micro, “Government Enterprise, Large Scale Virtual Server 
Environment, Risk Assessment”, carried out in February, 2011 and provides additional risk 
management guidelines for the expanded environment applicable to a large scale US Government 
virtualized server environment. The February, 2011 risk assessment provided a baseline set of 
recommended security controls, including those security safeguards provided by or enabled by 
Trend Micro components, for implementing multi trust zoned virtual server enterprise architectures. 

The analysis work for this white paper is consistent with the risk management polices required by 
FISMA and the associated NIST, DOD, DISA and the PCI-DSS Virtualization Guidelines. The 
VMware family of virtualization products was used to develop the virtualization models. A FIPS 200 
data security category of Moderate for Confidentiality and Availability; and High for Integrity, was 
assumed for departmental information assets.  

The white paper considered a number of Threat Scenarios applicable to the virtualization 
environment, assessed the risks and makes recommendations as to safeguards that would mitigate 
the identified risks to acceptable levels. 

The conclusion is that the risks can be mitigated, to acceptable levels, through the use of security 
controls (or safeguards) such as those recommended in this report. These controls include the 
existing Government security policies and guidelines combined with Common Criteria EAL 4+ 
evaluated Trend Micro’s Deep Security Virtualized Appliance product software, integrated into the 
virtualized “Hypervisor” and designed to secure virtual server environments. 

The integration of the Deep Security Virtual Appliance, within the hypervisor of the VMware vSphere 
ESXi server, through the VMSafe APIs and vShield EPsec drivers, provides the security controls 
such as deep packet inspection, agentless anti-malware and firewall capabilities where they can be 
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most effective, at the centre of the virtualization system. The ESXi server resources can be 
efficiently utilized during VM anti-virus scans or definition file updates, ensuring the ESXi server is 
available during these VM memory and cpu intensive operations. 

US Government Departments and agencies are encouraged to use this document as a tool in their 
secure virtualization planning for either internal departmental initiatives or contracted initiatives 
through Service Integrators (SIs). This white paper provides a baseline set of recommended security 
controls (or safeguards), which can be considered as input to their own security risk management 
efforts supporting their implementation of large-scale virtual server environments. This risk 
assessment should be considered a baseline to be tailored and updated, as required to address the 
unique business needs and security risks of the actual departmental enterprise.  

Ultimately, risk management is the responsibility of individual departmental and agencies 
management; they must satisfy themselves that the safeguards chosen are appropriate for the 
organization’s business purpose and operations.  This risk assessment has identified risk levels for 
the different threat scenarios and has made recommendations concerning the best options to 
mitigate that risk.  Consideration of the recommendations will closely align the operations to 
generally accepted best practices and US Government security standards.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A risk assessment1, which addressed securing virtual server environments for large government 
enterprises, was completed in February 2011. That work focused on how Trend Micro components 
(in particular: Deep Security) can effectively assist Government of Canada departments in securing 
their virtual server environments. Much of that February 2011 risk assessment is generic to any 
large enterprise and was updated in this white paper to focus on the unique needs of US 
government departments, agencies, and Systems Integrators. The objective is to provide a baseline 
set of recommended security controls for implementing multi trust zoned virtual server enterprise 
architectures. This security control baseline considered unique US government security risk 
management guidance by relating the recommended security controls (including those provided or 
enabled by Trend Micro components) to the US government security risk management guidance 
documents as required by FISMA2. This baseline can thus be more directly used in the government 
department’s own security risk management efforts in support of potential procurement of Trend 
Micro components in the context of the department’s implementation of large scale virtual server 
environments. 

This document summarizes the analysis and results of a system level risk assessment, conducted 
on a VMware vSphere 4.1 ESXi environment; and how the introduction of the Deep Security 7.5 
Virtualized Appliance, into the system, can assist typical government enterprises in countering the 
security threats identified. This risk assessment examines the critical assets, relative sensitivities 
and criticality of services to support a typical government department’s mandate to provide 
unclassified services, such as those services defined in SP 800-603, to the public. This risk 
assessment will provide a baseline set of recommended security controls (or safeguards) which can 
be considered as input to the department’s own security risk management efforts supporting their 
implementation of such large-scale Government virtual server environments. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 
Virtualization implementation within US government departments is happening at a gathering pace. 
In February 2011 the US Chief Information Officer, Vivek Kundra released the Federal Cloud 
Computing Strategy with the “Cloud First” policy. This strategy is intended to accelerate the pace at 
which the US government will realize the value of cloud computing and the associated virtualization 
technology.   

NIST has created the Standards Acceleration to Jumpstart Adoption of Cloud Computing (SAJACC). 
The goal of the SAJACC initiative is to drive the formation of high-quality cloud computing standards 
by providing working examples showing how key use cases can be supported on cloud systems that 
implement a set of documented and public cloud system specifications.   

Many departments have implemented to some degree server virtualization pilots in their IT 
environments and in selected enclaves. 

In the early days of virtualization, the major productivity gains were to be found in test and 
development environments or enclaves. In these environments image snapshots were used to 
recover systems from crashes in an efficient manner. Security was not the greatest concern. With 
the move of virtualization to the production data centre environments the need to address security 
concerns, in this completely re-architectured environment, is taking a prominent position.  

                                                 
1 [TMI V Svr RA Feb 11] Government Enterprise Large Scale Virtual Server Environment – Risk Assessment, Prepared by BD Pro Inc. for 
Trend Micro Inc., 17 Feb 2011 
2 [US FISMA 2002] Federal Information Security Management Act, 2002 
3 [US NIST SP60 Aug 08] Guide for Mapping Types of Information and Information Systems to Security Categories, Volumes I and II, Rev 
1, NIST, SP 800-60, Aug 08 
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Currently many government enterprises are relying on the traditional defense-in-depth zoning 
approaches to securing virtual environments. There are few best practice virtualization security 
requirements and guidelines on how and where security safeguards should be integrated into a 
virtualized environment. Some of the existing best practice virtualization security guidance 
documents are summarized in Annex B.  

Over the last few years the majority of performance issues associated with the virtualized 
environment appears to have been overcome. The major hurdle now to large-scale adoption of the 
technology within data centers is – security! The challenges faced today in virtualization are applying 
security mechanisms that provide the controls required and yet enable full utilization of the 
virtualization investment. These challenges include: enabling host virtual machines with different 
security levels (or “trust zones”) on the same physical server for single user departments or for in a 
multi-tenancy format for multiple user departments; providing continuous protection while using 
virtual configuration migration mechanisms such as Distributed Resource Scheduling (DRS), 
vMotion, High Availability, Fault Tolerance etc. ; providing elasticity and service on demand; 
protecting virtual machines even when dormant or offline; and enabling the extension of the 
virtualization environment to take advantage of cloud computing. 

The Trend Micro Deep Security 7.5 product was developed to address security issues within the 
virtualized environment, using the vSafe API’s and vShield EPsec drivers, provided with VMware 
vSphere 4.1 ESXi. 

1.2 PURPOSE 
This white paper is intended to be provided to potential US government clients. It demonstrates that 
Trend Micro understands the client’s risk management policies as required by FISMA and that Trend 
Micro is striving to assist them in the deployment of secure solutions within this framework. This 
whitepaper, which is based on a risk assessment, will highlight typical government enterprise 
controls required to support informed risk management decision-making regarding a multi zoned, 
multi tiered, virtualized environment, and how the Deep Security product can help address security 
issues.  

The document will assist in providing assurance that information received, processed and held 
within a virtualized environment can be appropriately protected and that all sensitive information and 
critical assets are afforded the required protection.  A threat scenarios based approach will be used 
to assess the level of risk that the threat agents pose to critical information and system assets, and 
recommend safeguards and controls to mitigate the risk to an acceptable level. 

Related objectives are to: 
a. Identify and categorize the critical assets within a virtualized environment and how they may 

be compromised by threat agents;  
b. Identify and summarize typical vulnerabilities in a virtualized systems environment.   
c. Identify the needed security controls (i.e. security requirements) to mitigate identified risks 

and how Trend Micro Deep Security helps satisfy these requirements; 
d. Relate the required security controls to NIST SP 800-534 security requirements catalogues 

which is used by government organizations.  

                                                 
4 [US NIST SP53 Aug 09]  Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST), SP 800-53, Revision 3, August 2009 
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1.3 SCOPE 
This risk assessment provides an evaluation of the nature, likelihood and consequences of acts that 
could place virtualization environment sensitive but unclassified information and/or IT assets at risk.  
Where the risk is identified at a higher than acceptable level, remedial action or additional 
safeguards are recommended to effectively manage these risks. 

The depth of the analysis is restricted to the identification of vulnerabilities and security controls 
specific to a virtualized environment. 

In order for this risk analysis to be performed, it is first necessary to analyze some representative 
implementation approaches and to postulate a baseline multi-level zoned virtual server architecture, 
which can be considered for delivering unclassified government services within a typical government 
department or agency. This assumed virtual server architecture will serve as the baseline for risk 
analysis considerations. Since the assumed baseline virtualized environment and architecture for a 
government department will vary from department to department and will evolve during the individual 
department’s requirements definition phase, the system design and the project roll-out, the results of 
this risk assessment would by necessity require tailoring and updating in a continuous risk 
management effort. The government enterprise is ultimately responsible to protect the virtualized 
environment critical assets and to ensure its continued services.   

Such security controls baseline details are required by the Trend Micro team, potential government 
virtual service providers, government procurement staff, and ultimately the government business 
application owners and their technical staff to use as starting point to mitigate security risks. This 
security controls baseline can also provide senior management with the necessary information to 
support their risk mitigation strategy in accordance with the FISMA5. The highest security category 
(SC)6 of the sensitive but unclassified information that will be processed or stored in the virtualized 
environment is assumed to be: 

{(Confidentiality: Moderate), (Integrity: High), (Availability: Moderate)}. 
The scope of this risk assessment is the virtualization environment created by the VMware vSphere 
4.1 ESXi product using the vShield End Point Security (Epsec), vSafe APIs and integrated with 
Deep Security Virtual Appliance (DSVA) 7.5.   

It is assumed that the virtualized server environment is being integrated into an existing mature 
secure network data center environment. The subject risk assessment will not be addressing such 
data center security controls (i.e. physical, management and technical controls) as may be needed 
for such a mature secure data center environment. 

Scope of analysis will be limited to addressing vulnerabilities specific to virtualization: 
a. The virtual server environment;  
b. Multi-level security levels (or “trust zones”) in virtual server environment of a single user 

department; 
c. All interfaces to the VMware vSphere ESXi 4.1 environment, including Management and 

Administrator functions.  

The following areas are not specifically addressed in this risk assessment: 

                                                 
5 [US FISMA 2002] Federal Information Security Management Act, 2002 
6 [[US FIPS 200 Mar 06] Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information Systems provides format for expressing 
the security category (SC) of an information system: 
SC information system = {(confidentiality, impact), (integrity, impact), (availability, impact)}, where the acceptable values for potential 
impact are low, moderate, or high.   
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a. Adequacy or strength of functions of security functionality of VMware vSphere ESXi 
components which would have been addressed in Common Criteria evaluations7 8; 

b. Multi-level security levels (or “trust zones”) of a multi-tenancy virtual server based service 
being provided to multiple user departments. (Such a multi user department environment is 
recommended to be addressed in subsequent risk assessment work and this current risk 
assessment report should be leveraged and will provide a baseline for this needed risk 
analysis.) 

c. Overall enterprise security, Datacenter security and the underlying network infrastructure; or 
d. The underlying operating systems safeguards, such as linux groups, users and permissions. 

1.4 METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 
The objectives of the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)9 Implementation 
Project10 include development and promotion of key security standards and guidelines to support the 
implementation of and compliance with FISMA:  

a. Standards for categorizing information and information systems by mission impact; 
b. Standards for minimum security requirements for information and information systems 
c. Guidance for selecting appropriate security controls for information systems; 
d. Guidance for assessing security controls in information systems and determining security 

control effectiveness; 
e. Guidance for the security authorization of information systems; and 
f. Guidance for monitoring the security controls and the security authorization of information 

systems. 

US government departments are required to follow various security risk management guidance 
issued by NIST when security critical systems are procured and implemented.  

[US CNSS 1253 Oct 09] Security Categorization and Control Selection for National Security Systems, Committee on 
National Security Systems, CNSS Instruction 1253, Version 1, October 2009 

[US EO 12958 Apr 95] Executive Order 12958, Classified National Security Information, White House, 17 Apr 1995 
[US FIPS 199 Feb 04] Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems, FIPS 

PUB 199, Feb 2004 
[US FIPS 200 Mar 06] Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information Systems, FIPS 

PUB 200, Mar 2006 
[US FISMA 2002] Federal Information Security Management Act, 2002 
[US I85002 Feb 03] Department of Defence Information Assurance (IA) Implementation Instruction 8500.2, 6 Feb 

2003 
[US NIST SP30 Jul 02] Risk Management for Information Technology Systems, NIST, SP 800-30, Jul 02 
[US NIST SP37 Feb 10] Guide for Applying the Risk Management Framework to Federal Information Systems, 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), SP 800-37, Revision 1, February 
2010 

[US NIST SP39 Mar 11] Managing Information Security Risk, Organization, Mission, and Information System View, 
NIST, SP 800-39, Mar 11 

[US NIST SP53 Aug 09]  Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), SP 800-53, Revision 3, August 2009 

                                                 
7 [CC ST ESXi 7 Sep 10] Common Criteria, Security Target, VMware ESXi 4.0 Update 1 and vCenter Sever 4.0 Update 1, EAL4+,  Corsec 
Security Inc., version 1.4, 7 Sep 2010 
8 [CC CR ESXi  15 Oct 10] Common Criteria Certification Report - EAL 4+ Evaluation of VMware ESXi 4.0 Update 1 and vCenter Server 
4.0 Update 1, Communications Security Establishment, 15 Oct 2010 
9 [US FISMA 2002] Federal Information Security Management Act, 2002 
10 http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SMA/fisma/index.html 
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[US NIST SP60 Aug 08] Guide for Mapping Types of Information and Information Systems to Security Categories, 
Volumes I and II, Rev 1, NIST, SP 800-60, Aug 08 

[US NSTISSP #11 Jul 03] National Information Assurance Acquisition Policy, NSTISSP No. 11, Committee on National 
Security Systems (CNSS), revised July 2003 

The process used to guide this assessment is consistent with the above US Government risk 
management framework and guidance. This risk management process will examine the critical 
assets, relative sensitivities and criticality of services to support a typical government department’s 
service delivery mandate. General overviews of the typical risk factors that may adversely affect the 
provision of services and compromise assets of a virtual server implementation are then examined, 
using a Threat Scenario approach, against relevant security controls catalogues11 12 13 and other 
industry best practices for a government department providing unclassified services to the public. 
This analysis yields a functional security assessment and provides recommended safeguards 
(security controls) which form the basis for sound risk management decisions with the aim of 
providing a consistent security profile. 

The virtualization related security guidance documents which were consulted during the writing of 
this white paper are listed in Annex B.  

                                                 
11 [US NIST SP53 Aug 09]  Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST), SP 800-53, Revision 3, August 2009 
12 [US DISA ESX 28 Apr 08]  ESX Server, Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG), US Department of Defence, DISA, Version 1, 
Release 1, 28 April 2008 
13 [US NSA ESX 3 Mar 08] VMware ESX Server 3 Configuration Guide, NSA, Systems and Network Attack Center (SNAC), 3 March 2008 
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2 DEEP SECURITY AND VIRTUALIZATION 
2.1 DEEP SECURITY VIRTUAL APPLIANCE 7.5 
The Deep Security Virtualized Appliance 7.5 SP3 is the most recent release of the product from 
Trend Micro at the time of this writing. The Deep Security Virtual Appliance uses VMware's VMsafe-
NET API and VShield End Point Security (Epsec) Vmkernel drivers on VMware vSphere 4.1 ESXi 
Server. The DSVA is managed from a browser-based management console called the Deep 
Security Manager (DSM). There are also Deep Security Agents (DSA’s), which are available for 
ESXi Host Server Virtual Machines (VMs) with various operating systems to provide additional File 
Integrity and Log Inspection capabilities. In the VMware ESXi environment Anti-Malware, Firewall 
and DPI capabilities are provided in an agent-less mode with the Deep Security Virtual Appliance.  

Deep Security 7.5 was formally accepted into the Common Criteria evaluation program on 29 March 
2010 and achieved Common Criteria (EAL4+) certification on 6 September 2011. The Security 
Target14 was approved in October 2010. The Common Criteria Target of Evaluation is Deep Security 
7.5 SP2, which was released in Q1 2011. Common Criteria evaluations support US federal 
government acquisition of evaluated products for use on national security systems and other 
systems in accordance with NSTISSP #1115, the policy governing the acquisition of information 
assurance (IA) and IA enabled information technology products. 

Deep Security can be installed in two ways: 
a. A small footprint “Agent”, software component that sits directly on a VM Image, and defends it 

by monitoring incoming and outgoing network traffic for protocol deviations or contents that 
might signal an attack. When necessary, the Agent intervenes and neutralizes the threat by 
either blocking or correcting traffic. In this configuration the agent provides firewall, DPI, anti 
malware protection, file integrity and log inspections; and 

b. As a “Virtualized Appliance”, in the VMkernel, sometimes referred to as an agent-less mode, 
the virtual appliance provides the firewall, DPI, and anti malware capabilities. 

The Deep Security Manager is deployed by downloading and installing the application on the 
designated management computer which can also be a virtual machine. Deep Security is deployed 
by downloading the software packages (agents or virtual appliance) and installing on the physical or 
virtual machines to be protected, then using the Manager to activate them. 

The Deep Security Manager contains functionality, which assists the administrator to prepare and 
deploy the Deep Security Virtual Appliance. The VMWare ESXi Server must first be prepared for 
Appliance deployment by installing the Deep Security ESXi Filter Driver, before the Appliance can 
be installed and activated. 

The deployed Agents/Appliances implement Security Profiles defined by an Administrator using the 
Deep Security Manager. Security Profiles are made up of sets of rules selectively applied to network 
traffic based on a variety of conditions such as application type, interface type, protocol, and 
direction of traffic flow. 

The system can be configured to send alert notifications when particular rules are triggered or when 
other system events occur. An administrator uses the Deep Security Manager to define and 
distribute Security Profiles to the Agents/Appliances over the network. The Deep Security Manager 
can also be configured to automatically retrieve Deep Security Rule Updates and Anti-Malware 

                                                 
14 [TMI DS7.5 ST 28 May 10]  Common Criteria, Deep Security 7.5 Security Target (EAL 4+), Trend Micro Inc., Revision 1.9, 28 May 2010  
15 [US NSTISSP #11 Jul 03] National Information Assurance Acquisition Policy, NSTISSP No. 11, Committee on National Security 
Systems (CNSS), revised July 2003 
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components over the internet from Trend Micro Active Update and distribute them to some or all the 
Agents/Appliances across the network. 

The administrator can manage the methods and timing of the communications between the Deep 
Security Manager and individual Agents/Appliances. 

The Deep Security Virtual Appliance (DSVA) is specifically designed for VMware vSphere 
(ESX/ESXi 4.1) environments and protects Virtual Machines (VMs) on the same ESX Server, each 
with its own individual security policy. 

The Deep Security 7.5 Virtual Appliance provides the following functionality and safeguards: 
a. Anti-Malware - the Anti-Malware can be configured to provide: 

° The applicable real-time policies that apply during different periods of the day/week; 
° The policy for full scheduled or manual scans; 
° Exclusions of file types and directories; 

° Real-time behaviour (scanning reads and/or writes) and applicable actions. 
b. Stateful Inspection Firewall - primary features and capabilities of the Deep Security Firewall 

include: 
° Virtual machine isolation: Allows VM’s to be isolated virtual environments, providing virtual 

segmentation without the need to modify virtual switch configurations or network 
architecture; 

° Fine-grained filtering: Firewall rules filter traffic based on source and destination IP 
address, port, MAC address, etc. Different rules can be applied to different network 
interfaces. For end-user systems, the firewall is location aware, and is able to limit 
interface use such that only a single interface can be used at one time; 

° Reconnaissance detection: Detect reconnaissance activities such as port scans; and 
° Flexible control: The stateful firewall is flexible, allowing complete bypass of inspection, 

when appropriate, in a controlled manner. 
c. Deep Packet Inspection - Intrusion Detection and Prevention rules fall into several categories: 

° Vulnerability rules shield a known vulnerability – for example, those disclosed on Microsoft 
Tuesday – from any number of exploits and exploit variants. Trend Micro Deep Security 
includes protection for over 100 applications and operating system, including database, 
web, email, and FTP servers running on Windows, Solaris, or Linux. Rules that shield 
newly discovered vulnerabilities are automatically delivered, often within hours, and can 
be pushed-out to thousands of servers and end-user systems within minutes, without the 
need for disruptive system restarts. 

° Smart rules provide broad protection, and low-level insight, for servers and end-user 
systems. For operating systems and applications, the rules limit variations of elements of 
traffic, limiting the ability of attackers to investigate possible attack vectors since many 
attacks are based on exceeding expected characteristics. For servers and end-user 
systems, smart rules also provide insight into application activity and unexpected traffic 
(HTTP on an unexpected port, use of a web browser on a server, etc). 

° Application Control rules provide increased visibility into, or control over, the applications 
that are accessing the network. These rules are also used to identify malicious software 
accessing the network. 

. Additional safeguard functions provided through DS Agents on a per VM or per server basis are 
File Integrity Monitoring and Log Inspection.  
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File Integrity Monitoring includes: 
a. File property checking whereby files and directories are monitored for changes to contents or 

attributes (ownership, permissions, size, etc). Addition, modification, or deletion of Windows 
registry keys and values, access control lists, or web site files are further examples of what 
can be monitored and assist in the system configuration management. 

b. Auditable reporting is generated within Deep Security Manager, along with alert generations, 
and automated report creation and delivery. 

c. Security Profiles allow Integrity Monitoring rules to be configured for groups of systems, or 
individual systems. For example, all Windows 2003 servers use the same operating system 
rules, which are configured in a single Security Profile, which is used by several servers. 
However, each server has unique requirements, which are addressed at the individual Host 
configuration level.  

d. Flexible, practical monitoring optimizes monitoring activities. The intuitive rule creation and 
modification interface includes the ability to include or exclude files using wildcards filenames, 
control over inspection of sub-directories, and other features. 

Log Inspection provides insight and knowledge of important events such as error and informational 
events (disk full, service start/shutdown, etc), including administrator activity (administrator 
login/logout, account lockout, policy change, etc), and includes rules to optimize the identification of 
important security events buried in multiple log entries. These events can be sent to a security 
information and event management (SIEM) system, or centralized logging server for correlation, 
reporting, and archiving. All events are also securely collected centrally at Deep Security Manager.  
Such Log Inspection enables: 

a. Suspicious behaviour detection. 
b. Collecting events across heterogeneous environments containing different operating systems 

and diverse applications 
c. Insight and knowledge of important events, provides assistance to the configuration 

management of the system recording error and informational events (disk full, service 
start/shutdown, etc), including administrator activity (administrator login/logout, account 
lockout, policy change, etc). 
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3 VIRTUALIZATION ARCHITECTURE OPTIONS 
This section provides a description of the VMware system components and the various “architectural 
models” constructed and used in this analysis of a virtualization environment. The intent of the 
section is to facilitate understanding of the virtualized environment and provide context for the threat 
and risk analysis.  The understanding of the model virtualization environment is the starting point for 
identifying the critical assets and determining their operational sensitively values for the purpose of 
this analysis.  

3.1 VMWARE VSPHERE 4.1 ESXI - A VIRTUALIZED SYSTEM 
This risk assessment is based on a virtualized environment developed from the VMware ESXi 
product offering. The main components of this system are: 

a. ESXi; 
b. Virtual Center; and 
c. System Management Services 

ESXi is a “bare metal” hypervisor, meaning it installs directly on top of the physical server and 
partitions it into multiple virtual machines that can run simultaneously, sharing the physical resources 
of the underlying server. Each virtual machine represents a complete system, with processors, 
memory, networking, storage and BIOS, and can run an unmodified guest operating system and 
applications. ESXi is the latest hypervisor architecture from VMware. It has an ultra-thin architecture 
with no reliance on a general-purpose guest OS. 

VMware VirtualCenter delivers centralized management, operational automation, resource 
optimization and high availability to IT environments. Virtualization-based distributed services equip 
the data center with responsiveness, serviceability, efficiency and reliability.  VirtualCenter uses a 
database (called “VirtualCenter Database”) to store information about the configuration and status of 
all ESXi Server hosts under management and each of the host’s virtual machines. VirtualCenter 
Database also stores management information for the ESXi Server, including the following:  

a. Scheduled tasks: a list of activities and a means to schedule them;  
b. Alarms: a means to create and modify a set of alarms that apply to an organizational structure 

and contain triggering event and notification information;  
c. Events: a list of all the events that occur in the VirtualCenter environment. Audit data are 

stored as events; and  
d. Stores user and VirtualCenter object permissions.  

VirtualCenter Database is implemented by installing 3rd party DBMS products.  

3.1.1 VM SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SERVICES (AND DEEP SECURITY). 

The use of VirtualCenter also provides the following system management services:  
a. VMotion – Allows the migration of running virtual machines between physical servers without 

disruption to end users;  
b. Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) – dynamically allocates and balances computing 

capacity across collections of hardware resources aggregated into unified resource pools; 
and  

c. VMware HA – High availability provided by VMware HA enables an application failover that is 
independent of hardware and operating systems. 
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The following diagrams and subsequent descriptions provide an overview of the vSphere 4.1 ESXi 
system and process flows when integrated with the Deep Security 7.5 Virtualized Application.   
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The overall Deep Security Manager and Deep Security Virtual Appliance (DSVA) installation is 
shown in orange The specific components supplied and installed as part of the Deep Security Virtual 
Appliance are shown in yellow: 

a. The DS Filter Driver is provided as part of the Deep Security Virtual Application software 
package and must be installed in the Vmkernel prior to installation of the DSVA. 

b. The Virtual Agents are assigned to specific Virtual Machine images on the ESXi Server; 
c. The Local Agents can be installed if required on specific VM’s images within the ESXi Server; 
d. The Anti Virus (A/V) Malware detection component is used to detect any malware or viruses, 

which attempt to gain access to the Virtual Machine Images; 
e. The Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) handles the Intrusion Detection and Prevention 

functionality of the Deep Security Virtual Appliance; and  
f. The Firewall  addresses the stateful inspection and fine grain filtering rules.  

The blocks coloured in “red” indicate components supplied by VMware as part of the vSphere 4.1 
ESXi build:  
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Epsec LKM: VMware Endpoint Security (EPSEC) loadable kernel module (LKM) links at the 
hypervisor layer the hardened security virtual machine and the EPSec driver for virtual machines to 
offload file event 

VMSafe-Net API.: Interacts with the network just before the vNIC for incoming packets and just after 
the vNIC for outgoing packets. This interaction requires the VMSafe-Net LKM a VMsafe driver. 
There are two types of drivers in the VMSafe-Net architecture: 

a. Fast path driver – this is the VMSafe-Net LKM a kernel level driver that runs in the VMWare 
vmKernel. 

b. Slow path driver – is the VMSafe-Net driver that runs in a VM or virtual appliance  

In the current DSVA design, fragment analysis is handled by the Fast path driver and is processed in 
the ESXi hypervisor. Packet analysis is handled by the Slow path driver in the DSVA virtual 
appliance, and the different virtual agents. 

3.2 VIRTUAL SERVER ARCHITECTURES 
High level representations of alternative topologies within the virtual environment are examined in 
this section: Starting with a standard topology of a discrete server and network components 
environment; and leading to a fully virtualized environment with trust zones. Analysis was conducted 
related to high level needs that would be satisfied by a virtualized, multi zone, multi tiered system 
that a large scale government department would likely implement. Three representative multi tiered, 
virtualization solutions with trust zones were chosen as the targets of this risk assessment. These 
baselines will also provide foundations for implementing other options discussed in this report.  

The components in a virtualized environment are: 
a. The Hypervisor - There are two types of hypervisors. Type 1 hypervisors run directly on the 

system hardware. Type 2 hypervisors run on a host operating system that provides 
virtualization services, such as I/O device support and memory management. Type 1 
hypervisors are typically the preferred approach because they can achieve higher 
virtualization efficiency by dealing directly with the hardware. Type 1 hypervisor’s provide 
higher performance efficiency, availability, and security than Type 2 hypervisor’s. Type 2 
hypervisor’s are used mainly on client systems where efficiency is less critical. Type 2 
hypervisor’s are also used mainly on systems where support for a broad range of I/O devices 
is important and can be provided by the host operating system. The vSphere 4.1 ESXi is a 
Type 1 hypervisor; 

b. Virtual Switches - ESXi Server implements virtual network switches, called “vSwitches”. A 
vSwitch works much like a physical Ethernet switch – it detects which virtual machines and 
physical network interfaces are logically connected to each of its virtual ports and uses that 
information to forward traffic to the correct destination – but the vSwitch is implemented 
entirely in software as part of the ESXi Server. ESXi vSwitches also implement VLANs, which 
are an IEEE standard networking scheme with specific tagging methods that allow routing of 
packets to only those ports that are part of the VLAN. The VLAN implementation in ESXi 
Server allows the protection of a set of virtual machines from accidental or malicious 
intrusions; 

c. Virtual Machine File System (VMFS) - VMware Virtual Machine File System (VMFS): Is a 
cluster file system, which provides storage virtualization that is optimized for virtual machines. 
Each virtual machine is encapsulated in a small set of files; and VMFS is the default storage 
management interface for these files on physical SCSI disks and partitions. VMFS allows 
virtual machine provisioning by storing the entire machine state in a central location. VMFS 
also allows multiple instances of ESX Server to access shared virtual machine storage 
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concurrently. It also enables virtualization-based distributed infrastructure services such as 
VMware Vmotion, DRS, and HA to operate across a cluster of ESX servers. VMFS provides 
the foundation that allows the scaling of virtualization beyond the boundaries of a single 
system; 

d. Virtual Storage System - Virtual Storage within the vSphere environment must address many 
issues such as: Thin or Thick provisioning; iSCSI; Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) and 
jumbo frames; Ability to hot extend virtual disks; Ability to grow VMFS volumes; Pluggable 
Storage Architecture (PSA); Paravirtualized SCSI adapters; VMDirectPath for storage I/O 
devices; VMware Storage Vmotion; vStorage APIs; and Storage views and alarms in vCenter 
Server; 

e. Resource Scheduling - Dynamic Resource Scheduler (DRS): Is a service that alleviates 
resource contention on a node. It looks at memory and CPU utilization and determines if there 
is any resource contention on the node. Then it uses that information to either recommend or 
automatically move the VM to a node that has no memory or CPU contention; and 

f. Specific to the VMware solutions: 

(1) vCenter Server - Provides centralized management of ESXi Servers. Through vCenter 
Server, an administrator can configure an ESXi Server, which includes viewing and 
managing the networking, data storage, security settings, user privileges and various object 
permissions. VirtualCenter also allows the provisioning of virtual machines on the ESXi 
Server. For example, virtual machines can be created, configured, cloned and relocated. 
VCenter Server communicates with the ESXi Server via the VirtualCenter agent located on 
the ESXi Server. The confidentiality and integrity of this communication is protected using the 
Secure Sockets Layer protocol and, optionally, certificates. SSL is provided using the 
OpenSSL embedded within vCenter Server. The vCenter Server's SSL implementation uses 
algorithms that are CAVP-validated against FIPS requirement;  

(2) Virtual Shield - VShield Endpoint, in conjunction with VMware partner solutions protects 
virtual machines and their hosts against malware, viruses and other intrusions by optimizing 
antivirus and other host and endpoint security for use in VMware-virtualized environments. 
For example the vShield Endpoint when interfaced through the hypervisor Epsec driver to the 
Deep Security Virtual Appliance eliminates the need for antivirus agent footprints by enabling 
the offloading of antivirus and anti-malware functions to the Deep Security Virtual Appliance; 

(3) VMware Update Manager (VUM) – The VMware Update Manager provides automated patch 
management for the ESXi Server, and compares it with a baseline set by the administrator. It 
then applies updates and patches to enforce compliance to mandated patch standards; 

(4) VLANS – Virtual Local Area Networks provide for logical groupings of stations or switch 
ports, allowing communications as if all stations or ports were on the same physical LAN 
segment. This includes stations or ports that are physically located on different 802.1D 
bridged LANs; 

(5) vFirewalls – Third party virtual firewalls are used to provide network zoning within the 
virtualized environment. A virtual firewall is a Virtual Machine Appliance running firewall 
software such as those listed on the CSE Common Criteria certified product list16; 

(6) vSphere Client – The vSphere client is a Windows GUI application on a users workstation. A 
vSphere Client user can connect to a specific ESXi server to manage that server or the 
vCenter Server to manage a group of ESXi Servers remotely, from a workstation running the 
vSphere Client software. Communication with the vSphere Client is protected using SSL; 

                                                 
16 The Common Criteria Certified Products List is located at   http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/products/l 
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(7) User World API’s – User World APIs provide access to the VMkernel permitting management 
of the ESXi Server, VM's, from the vCenter Server. Additional security control features and 
capabilities can be introduced at this point; 

(8) Virtual Center Agents – Virtual Center Agents forwards requests for services from 
VirtualCenter users, when the ESXi Server is under the management of a VirtualCenter. 
ESXi Server can only be managed by a single VirtualCenter Server. The requests from 
VirtualCenter Agents are handled by the ESXi Server in a manner similar to requests from 
users at the console or browser interface; 

(9) VM Images – A virtual machine (VM) image is a software implementation of a machine that 
executes instructions like a physical machine. Created as virtual machine disk files which 
include guest operating systems (such as Linux or Windows) and images of departmental 
applications running on these guest operating systems. The management of these images is 
a complex task in large organizations, which make use of many images; 

(10) Log Files - There are several types of log files generated by the ESXi Server located in the 
local /var/log folder. This includes the VMkernel log files, the host agent log files and the 
vSphere Client agent log file; and 

(11) Audit Files - The audit function is carried out by analysing the various log files generate by 
the server. Audit data collected by VirtualCenter is stored as events in the VirtualCenter 
Database. 

(12) Backup and Recovery - Data Recovery is a disk-based backup and recovery virtualized 
application, which resides on the ESXi Server Controlled by the vCenter Server. Full and 
incremental backups of virtual machines can be carried out, this includes images with 
combined applications and operating system and images with just a clean operating system.  
Entire virtual machine image can be recovered in the event of a disaster (for virtual machines 
running any operating system) and recover individual files and directories (for virtual 
machines running Microsoft Windows operating system) 

In addition to the specific VMware components, listed above, there are other assets, within the 
virtualization environment, such as the department’s or the operating organization’s application 
information and data, and departmental or the operating organization’s business applications. The 
additional critical assets considered in this risk analysis are summarized in section 4.1.3. 

3.3 VMWARE – TRUST ZONES - ARCHITECTURAL AND RESOUCE ALLOCATION 
MECHANISMS 

VMware 2008 and 2009 best practices papers17 18 provide high-level guidance on using Clusters and 
vSwitches as the main architectural components in the architecting of “Trust Zones”, in virtual server 
environments.  VMware defines “trust zones” as being  

“loosely defined as a network segment within which data flows relatively freely, whereas data 
flowing in and out of the trust zone is subject to stronger restrictions. Examples of trust zones 
include:  
•   Demilitarized zones (DMZs);  
•   Payment card industry (PCI) cardholder data environment;  
•   Site-specific zones, such as segmentation according to department or function  

                                                 
17 [VMw BP N SEG 19 May 09] Network Segmentation in Virtualized Environments, Best Practices, VMware Inc., Revision: 20090519 
Item: BP-059-INF-02-01 
18 [VMw BP DMZ 8 May 08] DMZ Virtualization with VMware Infrastructure, Best Practices, VMware Inc., Revision: 20080508 Item: BP-
059-INF-01-01 
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•   Application-defined zones, such as the three tiers of a Web application”. 
This Trend Micro whitepaper provides a high-level introduction to additional architectural and 
resource allocation mechanisms at the vCenter level, the Hypervisor level and at the VM level 
needed to jointly implement and enforce trust zones in large complex government enterprise virtual 
server environments.  
 

Correct and consistent configuration of these architectural and resource allocation 
mechanisms are key to creating secure trust zones within a datacenter. If 
incorrectly configured, it may be possible for threat agents from outside the trust 
zone to use these inconsistent or misaligned configured mechanisms as 
vulnerabilities or threat vectors to access critical assets within the trust zone. 
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trust zone management
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v Distributed 
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Logical Unit 
Numbers (LUNs)

ESXi Hypervisor level
trust zone management

v Switches Port Groups
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VMware “clusters” allow pooling of resources of several different hosts and to create logical and 
physical boundaries within a virtual server data center environment. These clusters are used for 
vCenter Server management and can be functional, application or data sensitivity based. Clusters 
are important architectural mechanisms which can be used in combination with resource allocation 
mechanisms and other security controls to partition the enterprise’s virtual server environment into 
trust zones based on business or security needs. 
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Clusters are used to pool resources of several ESXi hosts and provide the foundation for creating 
physical and/or logical boundaries between security zones within a virtual datacenter.  Other 
important mechanisms related to architecting cluster-based trust zones for information system 
partitioning include effective configuration and management of: 

a. Resource Pools - VM “resource pools” are used to control resource allocation for a group of 
VMs. Such “resource pools” can be created on individual ESXi hosts or on “clusters” of ESXi 
hosts.  

b. vNetwork Distributed switches (DVS) - vNetwork Distributed Switches are vSwitches that 
span across hosts that the vCenter administrator chooses. 

c. Virtual switches (vSwitches) –; 
d. dvPortGroups; and 
e. Port Groups - Only one virtual IP network can be defined per cluster. The use of “port groups” 

allows setting up of VLANs on such IP networks. 
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The network isolation between the Management Network of the ESXi Host servers, the VM Network, 
the Storage network, and from all other administrative and production corporate networks, is 
essential to prevent non administrative users garnering things such as virtual disks, passwords, and 
compromising the Trust Zones. The virtualization Management Network, unless it is segmented, 
could be used by non-administrative users to cross over Trusted Zones.  

The various types of network traffic, which should be separated, include the following: 
a. Management; 
b. Virtual Machines; 
c. Storage (SAN or NAS); 
d. vMotion; and  
e. High Availability and/or Fault Tolerance. 

This segmentation of the Management, Virtual Machine, and Storage Networks can be achieved 
using various VMware components and configurations. These components are; 

a. vCenter Server - vCenter Server, central management - The larger the environment grows, 
the more dynamic it becomes, and the harder it is to manage the network configuration and 
keep it consistent across all the hosts in the cluster. VMware specifically recommends using a 
vNetwork Disributed Switch (vDS) to support the advanced networking now available in the 
VMware vCloud Director (vCD) product. The vDS eases the management overhead per host 
and virtual switch configuration management by treating the network as an aggregated 
resource. Individual, host-level virtual switches are abstracted into a single large vDS that 
spans multiple hosts at the datacenter level. Port groups become distributed virtual port 
groups (dvport groups) that span multiple hosts and ensure configuration consistency for VMs 
and virtual ports necessary for such functions as VMotion and network storage 

b. vNetwork Distribution Switches - A vDS can be considered a global switch. Rather than 
needing to configure vSwitches for each ESXi host, a vDS can be created that is applied to 
every ESXi host. Instantaneously, there is a vSwitch that is the same across multiple ESXi 
hosts. 
The vDS is managed by vCenter Server, and if that isn’t available, it will be very difficult to 
manage the vDS ports on any of the servers. And if one of those ports happens to be the 
management port — the lifeline into the ESXi host? This is even more relevant if vCenter 
Server is running as a VM on one of the ESXi hosts connected to a port group on a vDS. This 
is a chicken-and-egg situation. It is better to leave the management port out of the vDS, to 
prevent a cascading of bad events when things go wrong. 

c. vSwitches - vSwitches can be subdivided into smaller units called port groups. Port groups 
are a method of allowing virtual machines to interact with VLANs. 

The Shared Storage Network can be controlled from the vCenter Server, though it is more usual in 
the world of physical shared storage to have the interfaces to the Shared Storage under the control 
of a separate administration machine. 

3.4 TRUST ZONES – ARCHITECTURAL APPROACHES 
3.4.1 MULTI ZONE NON-VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENT 

Below is a topological representation of the traditional defence-in-depth architecture of discrete 
servers and other components in a multi-tiered and multi-zoned network architecture. This 
architecture approach represents the “classic” three tier model for defence-in-depth zoning. The 
three trust zones can also be considered to be enclaves as defined in DoD 8500.2. Currently, in 
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many departments, such multi-zone architectures are currently used to provide unclassified services 
to the public. 
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NIST SP 800-5319 provides specific guidance for implementing such defense-in-depth zoning in the 
traditional non-virtualized environments: 

SC-7 BOUNDARY PROTECTION 
Control: The information system: 

a. Monitors and controls communications at the external boundary of the system and at key internal 
boundaries within the system; and  

b. Connects to external networks or information systems only through managed interfaces consisting of 
boundary protection devices arranged in accordance with an organizational security architecture. 

Supplemental Guidance: Restricting external web traffic only to organizational web servers within managed 
interfaces and prohibiting external traffic that appears to be spoofing an internal address as the source are 
examples of restricting and prohibiting communications. Managed interfaces employing boundary protection 
devices include, for example, proxies, gateways, routers, firewalls, guards, or encrypted tunnels arranged in an 
effective security architecture (e.g., routers protecting firewalls and application gateways residing on a protected 
subnetwork commonly referred to as a demilitarized zone or DMZ). 

SC-32 INFORMATION SYSTEM PARTITIONING 
Control: The organization partitions the information system into components residing in separate physical 
domains (or environments) as deemed necessary. 
Supplemental Guidance: Information system partitioning is a part of a defense-in-depth protection strategy. An 
organizational assessment of risk guides the partitioning of information system components into separate physical 
domains (or environments). The security categorization also guides the selection of appropriate candidates for 
domain partitioning. Managed interfaces restrict or prohibit network access and information flow among 
partitioned information system components. 

DoD Information Assurance Instruction 8500.220 also provides useful guidance for implementing 
defence-in-depth zoning and enclaves in the traditional non-virtualized environments. The related 

                                                 
19 [US NIST SP53 Aug 09]  Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST), SP 800-53, Revision 3, August 2009 
20 [US I85002 Feb 03] Department of Defence Information Assurance (IA) Implementation Instruction 8500.2, 6 Feb 2003 
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security controls considered in this virtualization related risk analysis included: EBBD-1 Boundary 
Defense; EBBD-2 Boundary Defense; EBBD-3 Boundary Defense; EBPW-1 Public WAN 
Connection; and DCPA-1 Partitioning the Application. 

There may also be a requirement to establish different trust zones to meet compliance requirements: 
for instance, to isolate all applications that touch credit card payment information from all other, less-
trusted applications, for Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance21. A multi-tenant data center 
naturally requires complete isolation of application traffic between different tenants, applications, and 
user groups depending on the policies that are in place. 

3.4.2 PHYSICAL MULTI ZONED VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENT 

The introduction of virtual technology does not need to dramatically change (at least initially) the 
topology of a department’s existing multi zoned network architecture environment significantly. An 
evolutionary approach may be appropriate in order to minimize any impact on existing services 
being provided to the public. In an evolutionary approach, a government enterprise may also need to 
address return-on-investment (ROI) considerations for the legacy enterprise infrastructure by 
choosing to leverage the existing physical zoned defence-in-depth architecture to secure and 
incorporate elements of the needed virtual server capability. This physical multi-zone approach 
allows the virtualized machine environment to be integrated with the existing legacy corporate 
physical machine environment as shown in diagram22 below. 

 
In this multi zoned environment the “trust zones” are created, using the VMware architectural and 
resource allocation mechanisms discussed in Section 3.3, and physical switches with   firewalls 
providing the  security related separation between the “trust zones”.. The use of physical firewalls 

                                                 
21 [PCI DSS VG Jun 11] Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), Information Supplement, Virtualization Guidelines, 
version 2.0, June 2011 
22 The conventions used in this and subsequent diagrams for multi trust zone environments are based on similar conventions used in 
related VMware best practices papers listed in Annex A.  
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and  physical switch mechanisms allows the network and firewall administrators to apply and 
manage network security controls that they are familiar with, between the zones. Such controls as: 
Quality of Service, Load Balancing Algorithms, Physical Switch Connectivity, and Access Control 
Lists. This solution provides “Defense in Depth” zone control. However, it may be difficult to provide 
business functionality, such as “service on demand” (elasticity through vMotion) in a consistent 
manner.  

In this architecture, the trust zones are protected by a combination of physical switches, firewalls, 
vSwitches and an IDS/IPS server.  

3.4.2.1 PHYSICALLY MULTI-ZONED VIRTUALIZED SOLUTION WITH DEEP SECURITY 
Within a three tiered or fully zoned environment, where full separation between the zones is 
achieved by EAL 4 certified physical firewalls, the Deep Security Virtualized Appliance can be used 
to provide IDS/IPS, firewall, and anti virus protection to the Virtual Machines within the ESXi Server 
in the Web Server Public Access Zone. The firewall capability of the DSVA through the VMware 
vSafe APIs, could also be used in the Applications Server Operations Zone and the Database 
Server Restricted Zone, to provide additional application level firewall controls, making use of 
predefined security policies to assist in security configuration management. The solution shown 
makes use of the Deep Security Agents integrated into the individual Virtual Machines to provide the 
additional security services of Log Inspection and File Integrity, specifically in the Application 
(Operations) Zone and Database (Restricted) Zone, providing a layered security architecture. The 
diagram below provides an overview of this configuration. The convention used in the diagram to 
indicate Deep Security components is to show them in “yellow”.  
 
The DSVA and DSA components are indicated in the diagram within the host servers in each zone. 
The rationale for use of a DSVA and/or DSA components within a host server would be determined 
by multiple factors such as number of VM’s, the requirements for firewall and IDS/IPS safeguards, 
and the requirement for extended safeguards relating to file inspection and logging on each VM 
within the host server.  The key benefit of the DSVA is that protection functionality can be 
incorporated within the hypervisor, meaning virtual machines need not have security applications 
installed to be protected. They do not even have to be running to benefit from this protection. 
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3.4.2.2 VMWARE VSPHERE ESXI HOST SERVERS IN A HIGH AVAILABILITY (HA) CLUSTER 

VMware HA is all about restarting VMs in the event of an ESXi Host Server failure and also some 
options in the event of an ESXi server being isolated. 

The VMware vSphere HA capability, managed within the vCenter Server, continuously monitors all 
ESXi Host Servers in a cluster and detects failures of a VM or the ESXi Host Server. The vCenter 
Server places a HA agent on each ESXi Host Server in the cluster so each ESXi Host Server can 
communicate with other ESXi Host Servers, through a “heartbeat”, using the Management Network. 
A loss of an ESXi Host Server heartbeat initiates the process of evacuating the Host Server VMs 
and restarting the affected VMs on another ESXi Host Server in the cluster. vCenter Server is used 
to create and manage HA clusters.  

The HA function monitors whether sufficient resources are available in the cluster at all times in 
order to be able to restart virtual machines on different physical host machines in the event of host 
failure. Safe restart of virtual machines is made possible by the locking technology in the ESXi 
Server storage stack, which allows multiple ESXi Servers to have access to the same virtual 
machines file simultaneously. 

The vCenter Server does not provide a single point of failure. If the vCenter Server host goes down, 
HA functionality changes as follows. HA clusters can still restart virtual machines on other hosts in 
case of failure; however, the information about what extra resources are available will be based on 
the state of the cluster before the vCenter Server went down.  
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The physical three tier multi zone virtualization architecture model is shown below, with the 
Database Server VM’s in a High Availability cluster. This model could be expanded to show the Web 
Server and Application Server zones in a HA cluster configuration.  
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The same three zone HA model can now be developed with the DSVA installed on each ESXi host 
server in the three zones and the HA cluster. The DSVA and any associated Deep Security Agents 
(DSAs) communicate with the Deep Security Manager (DSM). When a ESXi Host Server in the HA 
cluster fails or becomes isolated, the affected VMs are shutdown and “evacuated” and restarted in 
another ESXi Host Server, in the same cluster with Spare VM slots. The other (active) DSVA picks 
up the presence of the restarted VM, and communicates with the DSM, which applies the 
appropriate VM security policies. The DSM links the policies to the VM based on the VM Unique 
Universal Identifier (UUID). 

For brevity, this paper only addresses HA architecture considerations in the physically multi-zoned 
architectural option. However HA similar considerations would apply to the partially virtualized and 
the fully virtualized architectural options described in this paper.   

3.4.2.3 PHYSICAL MULTI ZONE VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENT WITH A HA CLUSTER AND DEEP SECURITY 

A High Availability cluster with the Deep Security components is shown in the figure below. 
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For brevity, this paper only addresses HA architecture considerations in the physically multi-zoned 
architectural option. However similar Deep Security related HA considerations would apply to the 
partially virtualized and the fully virtualized architectural options described in this paper.   
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3.4.3 MULTI ZONED PARTIALLY VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENT 

The Multi-Zoned partially virtualized architecture provides all three levels of the multi trust zoned 
system environments within two ESXi servers, but zone separation is still provided by physical 
switches and firewalls between the Public Access Zone and the Operations Zone. The individual 
trust zones would have been architected using the VMware architectural and resource allocation 
mechanisms discussed in section 3.3. This hybrid approach allows the virtualized machine 
environment to be integrated with any remaining components of the existing legacy corporate 
physical machine environment as shown in diagram below.  

 
The approach to Network Zoning, as required by NIST SP800-53 SC-7 and SC-32, in a virtualized 
environment is an architectural issue.  A hybrid approach may emerge as the most likely initial 
virtualized system architecture to be implemented, as individual departments move forward in their 
virtualized solutions. A partially virtualized architecture is a potential baseline, to be relevant to the 
needs of the departments who are migrating their applications and systems into a virtualized 
environment on a gradual basis. The partially virtualized architectural approach provides clear 
delineation between zones and tiers, and permits a degree of efficiency in the management and 
administration of the virtualized environment and client user virtual machine images.  
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3.4.3.1 MULTI ZONED PARTIALLY VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENT WITH DEEP SECURITY 

The ability to use the Deep Security Virtual Appliance (DSVA) linked into the Vmkernel, via the 
vSafe API’s and the End Point Security (Epsec) drivers, permits a fully virtualized architecture to be 
realized within the Public Access Zone. This agentless solution uses, internal to the ESXi server, the 
vSwitches, the DSVA Firewalls, and the DSVA IDS/IPS protection for each Virtual Machine. The 
DVSA provides the Anti Virus or Malware protection at the Vmkernel level to each Virtual Machine.  
The Deep Security Manager connects to the vCenter Server through the Management Network. 

 
The Deep Security Agents have been integrated into the Virtual Machines within the Applications 
and Restricted Zone to provide the additional Application Level Firewall; IDS/IPS; File Integrity and 
Log Monitoring safeguards in these Zones. It would also be possible in some implementations to 
integrate the DSVA solution into the Operations and Restricted Zones and remove the external 
firewalls with Common Criteria EAL 4 certification having been granted23 this year. 
 

3.4.4 FULLY VIRTUALIZED MULTI ZONED ENVIRONMENT 

Another degree of virtualization, that can be considered by departments, is the “Fully Virtualized and 
Zoned Environment” also known as a fully collapsed environment.  All the physical servers are 
converted into virtual machines and all the physical firewalls and routers are converted into virtual 

                                                 
23  
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appliances. A fully virtualized zoned architecture approach can potentially provide efficient and 
effective controls in multi tenancy environment, with full virtual Motion (vMotion), and Distributed 
Resource Scheduling (DRS).  

Such a fully virtualized and zoned environment needs to rely heavily upon the adequacy and 
strength of the security functionality of the VMware vSphere ESXi components. The individual trust 
zones would have been architected using the VMware architectural and resource allocation 
mechanisms discussed in section 3.3. The adequacy and strength of these VMware components is 
not in the scope of this risk assessment since these components have been analysed in a separate 
Common Criteria evaluation24.  Government departments also normally select physical network 
security appliances such as firewalls which have been evaluated under the Common Criteria and 
are listed in the Certified Products List 25.  A security solution in a fully virtualized zoned environment 
would likely require that the virtual firewalls, both as a virtual machine or as an integrated hypervisor 
vFirewall through the VMware API’s, and other security appliances solutions have satisfied similar 
Common Criteria EAL4 level Security Targets, as the physical security appliances have satisfied.  

This virtual multi-zone approach allows the virtualized machine environment to be integrated with 
any remaining components of the existing legacy corporate physical machine environment as shown 
in diagram below.  

 
There are some departments which may be moving forward with establishing a fully virtualized 
environment to provide “cloud” based virtualized services to other departments using a multi-tenancy 

                                                 
24 [CC CR ESXi  15 Oct 10] Common Criteria Certification Report - EAL 4+ Evaluation of VMware ESXi 4.0 Update 1 and vCenter Server 
4.0 Update 1, Communications Security Establishment, 15 October 2010 
25 The Common Criteria Certified Products List is located at   http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/products/l 
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approach. This approach makes use of virtualized applications, such as the Cisco Nexus 1000v 
switch to establish zoning controls within a fully virtualized environment. The challenge in this 
environment is to meet the business requirements associated with multi tenancy, elasticity of service 
and demand, whilst still being able to exert sufficient controls to minimize the risks.  The complexity 
of configuration control, in the many components of a fully virtualized environment, is exacerbated 
by the fact that one individual, the ESXi Server Administrator, can be responsible for all activities 
associated with the environment. In the non or partially virtualized environment the ESXi Server 
Administrator must seek input from external actors to the environment, such as Network 
Administrators to carry out network reconfigurations of the environment. As a result, there is some 
concern that the complexity of configuration control on the vSwitches integrated with the external 
firewalls and switches can potentially cause discontinuity of the service owing to configuration 
mistakes.  

This blurring of separation of responsibilities between network and virtual server control can be an 
issue within a virtualized system. In most government enterprises (at least initially) the network 
administrators control the physical switches and the virtualization server administrators control the 
vSwitches. In the discrete server and switch environment the separation of duties between the 
network administrators and the server administrators is very clear. In a virtualized system the server 
administrators are responsible for the configuration and control of not only the virtual server system, 
but also the vSwitches.  

3.4.4.1 FULLY VIRTUALIZED SOLUTION WITH DEEP SECURITY 

The Deep Security Virtualization Appliance (DSVA) can be used to provide a fully virtualized or a 
fully collapsed environment, in terms of the Public Access, Operations and Restricted Zones are all 
on a single vSphere 4.1 ESXi server. Another way of looking at it is, all the physical servers are 
converted into virtual machines and all the physical firewalls and routers are converted into virtual 
appliances. This type of deployment is shown in the diagram below. 

 
In addition to the Deep Security VA and associate agents in this environment VMkernel integrated 
switch, such as the Cisco Nexus 1000v could be installed, providing a control mechanism, which 
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Network Administrators are familiar with and have the training and skills to implement. The Cisco 
Nexus 1000v switch provides a separation of duty between the Virtualization Server Administrators 
who are responsible for the configuration of the security controls of the server, and the Nexus virtual 
network switches, which are controlled by the Network Administrators. 

This solution has been depicted with Deep Security Agents (DSA) integrated into selected VMs in 
the Operations and Restricted Zones. In this example the VM Image application administrator has 
decided that the additional safeguards of file integrity and log inspection are required. 

This type of fully virtualized solution may be more applicable to departments who intend to establish 
a fully virtualized environment to provide “community cloud” based virtualized services to other 
departments using a multi-tenancy approach. This type of configuration will be more likely in US 
Government implementations once the Deep Security Virtual Appliance 7.5 obtains the Common 
Criteria EAL4+ certification.  
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4 RISK ASSESSMENT 
This section considers various threat scenarios presented to demonstrate possible risks and to 
provide for an assessment of the risk for each scenario. The risk assessment will recognize the 
positive effect of existing or anticipated safeguards and will be used as input into the identification of 
additional technical and procedural safeguards, which should be considered, for implementation 
within the large scale departmental virtual server environment. 

4.1 ASSET CATEGORIZATION 
This section describes the Virtual Server Architecture critical assets that must be protected. The 
analysis identifies the critical assets and provides descriptions of the overall confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability requirements associated with Virtual Server Architecture services, and the 
information assets created, stored or processed in or transmitted by Virtual Server Architecture 
during large scale departmental virtual server environment operations. The findings provide the 
foundation for a subsequent risk assessment analysis. 

4.1.1 C, I, & A DEFINITIONS 

The security categorization is based on the evaluation of Virtual Server Architecture from the 
viewpoint of three basic security services: Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.  The three 
services are defined in FIPS 19926 as follows: 

a. Confidentiality – “Preserving authorized restrictions on information access and disclosure, 
including means for protecting personal privacy and proprietary information”. Compromise of 
confidentiality occurs when there is unauthorized disclosure of classified or protected 
information or assets.  Safeguarding for confidentiality involves putting into place security 
measures that ensure access to classified and protected information and assets is limited to 
those who have a need to know and the appropriate level of screening. 

b. Integrity – “Guarding against improper information modification or destruction, and includes 
ensuring information non-repudiation and authenticity”.  Safeguarding for integrity means 
putting in place security measures to ensure that assets can be created, amended, or deleted 
only by authorized means. Integrity applies to information systems and databases. It also 
applies to financial transactions and processes involving the production of official forms of 
identification. 

c. Availability – “Ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information”. Compromise of 
availability occurs when services and associated assets are disrupted. Safeguarding for 
availability involves putting in place security measures that ensure authorized users have 
access to assets for authorized purposes when required (e.g. backups, redundancy, BCPs, 
etc.). 

4.1.2 SENSITIVITY RATING SCALE 

The sensitivity of Virtual Server Architecture critical assets has been rated based on the scale shown 
in the table below which is based upon the guidance provided in the FIPS 199.  FIPS 199 only 
addresses impacts to non-national security systems. (For asset categorization guidance related to 
national security systems, Executive Order 1295827 and CNSS Instruction 125328 should be 
consulted.)  

                                                 
26 [US FIPS 199 Feb 04] Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems, FIPS PUB 199, Feb 2004 
27 [US EO 12958 Apr 95]  Executive Order 12958, Classified National Security Information, White House, 17 Apr 1995 
28 [US CNSS 1253 Oct 09] Security Categorization and Control Selection for National Security Systems, Committee on National Security 
Systems, CNSS Instruction 1253, Version 1, October 2009 
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Sensitivities US Government - Sensitivity Rating Scale 

 High Moderate Low 

Confidentiality 

(Impacts to 
non-national 

security 
systems) 

Impact level: High 
Potential Impact: The unauthorized 
disclosure of information could be 
expected to have a severe or 
catastrophic adverse effect on 
organizational operations, 
organizational assets, or individuals... 

Examples include: 
• cause a severe degradation in or 

loss of mission capability to an 
extent and duration that the 
organization is not able to perform 
one or more of its primary functions; 

• major damage to organizational 
assets;  

• major financial loss; or  
• severe or catastrophic harm to 

individuals involving loss of life or 
serious life threatening injuries. 

  

Impact level:  Moderate 
Potential Impact: The unauthorized 
disclosure of information could be 
expected to have a serious adverse 
effect on organizational operations, 
organizational assets, or individuals.. 

Examples include: 
• significant degradation in mission 

capability to an extent and duration 
that the organization is able to 
perform its primary functions, but 
the effectiveness of the functions is 
significantly reduced; 

• significant damage to 
organizational assets;  

• significant financial loss; or 
• Significant harm to individuals that 

does not involve loss of life or 
serious life threatening injuries. 

Impact level: Low 
Potential Impact: The 
unauthorized disclosure of 
information could be expected to 
have a limited adverse effect on 
organizational operations, 
organizational assets, or 
individuals 

Examples include: 
• degradation in mission capability 

to an extent and duration that 
the organization is able to 
perform its primary functions, but 
the effectiveness of the functions 
is noticeably reduced;  

• minor damage to organizational 
assets;  

• minor financial loss; or  
• Minor harm to individuals. 
  

Integrity Impact level:  High 
Potential Impact: The unauthorized 
modification or destruction of 
information could be expected to have 
a severe or catastrophic adverse 
effect on organizational operations, 
organizational assets, or individuals.  

Examples include: 
• cause a severe degradation in or 

loss of mission capability to an 
extent and duration that the 
organization is not able to perform 
one or more of its primary functions; 

• major damage to organizational 
assets;  

• major financial loss; or  
• severe or catastrophic harm to 

individuals involving loss of life or 
serious life threatening injuries. 

 

Impact level: Moderate 
Potential Impact: The unauthorized 
modification or destruction of 
information could be expected to 
have a serious adverse effect on 
organizational operations, 
organizational assets, or individuals.. 

Examples include: 
• significant degradation in mission 

capability to an extent and duration 
that the organization is able to 
perform its primary functions, but 
the effectiveness of the functions is 
significantly reduced; 

• significant damage to 
organizational assets;  

• significant financial loss; or 
• Significant harm to individuals that 

does not involve loss of life or 
serious life threatening injuries. 

Impact level:  Low 
Potential Impact: The 
unauthorized modification or 
destruction of information could be 
expected to have a limited 
adverse effect on organizational 
operations, organizational assets, 
or individuals.. 

Examples include: 
• degradation in mission capability 

to an extent and duration that 
the organization is able to 
perform its primary functions, but 
the effectiveness of the functions 
is noticeably reduced;  

• minor damage to organizational 
assets;  

• minor financial loss; or  
• Minor harm to individuals. 
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Sensitivities US Government - Sensitivity Rating Scale 

 High Moderate Low 

Availability Impact level:  High 
Potential Impact: The disruption of 
access to or use of information or an 
information system could be expected 
to have a severe or catastrophic 
adverse effect on organizational 
operations, organizational assets, or 
individuals.  

Examples include: 
• Severe degradation in or loss of 

mission capability to an extent and 
duration that the organization is not 
able to perform one or more of its 
primary functions; 

• Major damage to organizational 
assets;  

• Major financial loss; or  
• Ssevere or catastrophic harm to 

individuals involving loss of life or 
serious life threatening injuries.  

Impact level:  Moderate 
Potential Impact: The disruption of 
access to or use of information or an 
information system could be 
expected to have a serious adverse 
effect on organizational operations, 
organizational assets, or individuals. 

Examples include: 
• Significant degradation in mission 

capability to an extent and duration 
that the organization is able to 
perform its primary functions, but 
the effectiveness of the functions is 
significantly reduced; 

• Significant damage to 
organizational assets;  

• Significant financial loss; or 
• Significant harm to individuals that 

does not involve loss of life or 
serious life threatening injuries. 

Impact level:  Low 
Potential Impact: The disruption 
of access to or use of information 
or an information system could be 
expected to have a limited 
adverse effect on organizational 
operations, organizational assets, 
or individuals.  

Examples include: 
• Degradation in mission capability 

to an extent and duration that 
the organization is able to 
perform its primary functions, but 
the effectiveness of the functions 
is noticeably reduced;  

• Minor damage to organizational 
assets;  

• Minor financial loss; or  
• Minor harm to individuals 

 
Table 1 – FIPS 199 Asset Categorization Criteria 

4.1.3 CRITICAL ASSETS 

The critical assets in the typical government virtualized server environment are documented in the 
Trend Micro, Government Enterprise, Large Scale Virtual Server Environment, Risk Assessment; 17 
Feb, 2011. This report is available from Trend Micro on request.  

4.1.4 ASSET SECURITY CATEGORIZATION 

A summary of FIPS 199 based security categorization for the critical assets is provided in the 
following table. 

Critical Assets Confidentiality Integrity Availability 

CA.IN.05 ESXi Log Files Moderate Moderate Low 

CA.IN.06 ESXi Server Audit files Moderate Moderate Low 

CA.IN.07 VirtualCenter Audit files Moderate Moderate Low 

CA.IN.08 vCenter Server Database Moderate Moderate Moderate 

CA.IN.09 Departmental Application Information 
and Data 

Moderate Moderate Moderate 29 

CA.IN.10 VM Images Moderate High Moderate 

CA.IN.11 Backup and Recovery of VMware 
Images and Components  

Moderate High Moderate 

CA.NT.01 Virtual Switches (vSwitches) Moderate High Moderate 

                                                 
29 An availability impact level of MODERATE for individual applications and data could become HIGH for major loss of availability of an 
aggregated set of departmental applications across trust zones. 
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Critical Assets Confidentiality Integrity Availability 

CA.NT.02 Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs) Moderate High High 

CA.NT.03 Virtual Firewalls Moderate High Moderate 

CA.SS.01 Storage Moderate Moderate Moderate 

CA.SS.02 ESXi Server Hypervisor (VMkernel) Low Moderate Moderate 

CA.SS.03 vCenter Server Moderate Moderate Moderate 

CA.SS.04 VirtualCenter Agents N/A Moderate Moderate 

CA.SS.05 vSphere Client N/A Moderate Low 

CA.SS.06 VMware Update Manager (VUM) N/A Moderate Moderate 

CA.SS.07 Departmental Business Applications Low Moderate Moderate 

CC.SS.08 User World API's Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Table 2 – Security Categorization Summary 

The overall security category (SC) sensitivity profile for the targeted Government Enterprise Virtual 
Server environment is concluded to be:  

{(Confidentiality: Moderate); (Integrity: High); (Availability: Moderate)}. 
The initial security control profile (i.e. baseline set of security controls from standard security control 
catalogues or best practices to be considered in this risk assessment) will be selected from SP-800-
53 and other best practice catalogues to address this sensitivity profile. 

4.2 THREAT ANALYSIS 
The threat analysis determines what threat agents to protect against and which of the identified 
threats are of the greatest concern to Government Enterprise’s large scale departmental virtual 
server environment operations and services.  Postulating how various relevant threat events may 
adversely affect the critical large scale departmental virtual server environment assets will assist in 
identifying possible threat agents. 
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4.2.1 THREAT AGENTS 
The threat agents are given an overall rating by subjectively measuring the Capability, Motivation 
and Likelihood of each, in relation to the identified threat events and the likelihood of agent acting on 
a critical asset.  The existing safeguards are not taken into consideration in the threat agent ratings. 
These ratings in no way represent a judgement of honesty, reliability or the integrity of any individual 
but rather are based on empirical data that is subjectively assigned.  In the context of the large scale 
departmental virtual server environment risk assessment, the significant threat agents. 
 

 Threat Agents Rating 
TA.1.01 Employees (non-privileged) 

Departmental employees or insiders not having system access privileges, who could pose a threat to 
information and information systems. The typical VM Ware end users have limited physical access to 
the VM Ware server core components.  They have logical access to the information held within the 
system and have considerable knowledge of the virtual server operations. The may inadvertently 
introduce errors or misuse of the IT processes. Includes Careless or Poorly Trained Employees or 
users who, through lack of training, lack of concern, or lack of attentiveness, may pose a threat to 
information and information systems. 

Moderate 

TA.1.02 Privileged Employees 
Individuals with privileged access to the Department and VMWare virtual server environment and data 
centers. The privileged user has been granted highly trusted logical and physical access to VMware 
components and has in-depth knowledge of the departmental infrastructure.  This user may 
inadvertently introduce errors in the system or misuse the system by circumventing safeguards in 
place.  Errors made at this level could easily affect the department as a whole. This Threat Agent may 
purposely or inadvertently introduce errors or misuse the processes. These are employees having 
privileges over and above that of a regular employee. They are likely to work in areas such as ITS, 
helpdesk, network support etc.   

High 

TA.1.14 Clients and Users of Service 
The clients or users of government services provided by the department. This external threat agent 
could potentially exploit the system and information for financial gain (repudiation of transaction).  This 
threat agent may inadvertently introduce errors in the system or misuse the system by circumventing 
safeguards in place. In addition this threat agent may make inadvertent errors or mistakes which may 
not be intentional or instituted with malice. 

Low 

TA.1.15 Internal Hackers 
The internal hacker is an individual with physical and maybe even logical access to the VMware virtual 
server environment or surroundings who is willing to take some risk in contravening access controls in 
order to gain unauthorized access to information. 

Low 

TA.1.16 External Hackers 
An unauthorized user of the departmental VMware virtual server environment. A group or individuals 
(e.g., hackers, phreakers, crackers, trashers, and pirates) who attack networks and systems seeking 
to exploit the vulnerabilities in operating systems or other flaws. This external threat agent must be 
assumed to possess a high degree of technical skills, knowledge of exploits and be highly motivated 
and tireless in their pursuit.  The frequency and complexity of attacks from this omnipresent threat 
agent are of great concern.  The hacker's capability to exploit system vulnerabilities is significant 
increased, as more and more sophisticated tools are freely available to them. Government services 
are ideal targets for hackers and they could be highly motivated in access to financial information as 
part of a multiple step attack for financial gain, curiosity or sensationalism. This external threat agent 
could potentially infringes on the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the VMware virtual server 
environment and information by exploiting system vulnerabilities. Motivation may include theft of 
services for personal use.  Attack techniques may include denial of service (DoS) and use of malicious 
code (Viruses, worms etc ...) as well as standard hacking practices. 

High 

TA.2.03 Vendors / Suppliers 
Businesses, and their employees, that supply VMware virtual server related products and services to 
the department. 

Low 

Table 3 – Threat Profile 

4.2.2 THREAT SCENARIOS 
The following threat scenarios are used to illustrate the importance of the critical assets where threat 
agents may act to infringe on the confidentiality, integrity and availability of these assets by 
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exploiting vulnerabilities faced by a large scale departmental virtual server environment. Each threat 
scenario is rated on a subjective review of the likelihood of occurrence, the impact or injury to the 
organization in order to obtain a degree of exposure, which is the consequence of the associated 
compromise to the critical assets.    

 Threat Scenarios 

TS-01 Unauthorized Use of vSphere Client  
An unauthorized user downloads a copy of the vSphere Client software and installs it on their workstation. 
Obtains an authorized users id and pwd and now has that user’s roles and privileges on the ESXi server or the 
vCenter Server. 

TS-02 Patch Management - Integrity Attack 
An external hacker carries out an SQL injection attack on the VM update manager database and inserts a patch 
that contains malware. 

TS-03 Virtual Machine Escape 
Within a multi tenant ESXi Server environment a user with access to a guest Virtual Machine. Attempts to 
escape from the current VM to another one they are not authorized to be on. This provides them with access to 
data they are not entitled to. 

TS-04 Guest VM Malware  
An external hacker attempts to place malware on the guest Virtual Machine. 

TS-05 VM modified  
An external hacker gains access to a specific virtual machine image on an ESXi Server with the intention of 
corrupting/modifying the binaries. 

TS-06 Unauthorized Access - Backup Images 
Privileged employee copies a VM image to unauthorized storage media providing unauthorized access to the 
images at a later date. 

TS-07 vSwitches - Configuration Management Complexity  
Complexity of vSwitch configurations could lead to an inadvertent error in the switch routing causing an incorrect 
logical positioning of a device or image within the virtualized environment. 

TS-08 vFirewalls - Configuration Management Complexity 
Complexity of Virtual Firewall configurations could lead to inadvertent port and protocol exposures on the 
virtualized network. 

TS-09 Internal Hacker attack - Data Storage 
Complexity of Virtual Firewall configurations could lead to inadvertent port and protocol exposures on the 
virtualized network. 

TS-10 Patch Management Integrity - Software Supplier 
A Virtual Machine image under the control of a client may not be patched correctly allowing a vulnerability to 
exist within the ESXi Server environment. 

TS-11 Audit Trail - "Cover Tracks" 
Unauthorized modification of the ESXi Servers audit or log files to obfuscate attack/security events. 

TS-12 Harvest - Attack Vector Data 
A privileged user within the system gains access to the system log files to obtain information on the system to 
carry out an attack, which might go undetected; or a privileged user gains access to the system log files and 
deletes the file or modifies contents of the log files to obfuscate an attack. 

TS-13 vMotion mismatch in source and target configuration  
VMotion enables the movement of a VM from node to node without the need to power down the VM. Should 
there be a configuration mismatch between source and target the event will be unsuccessful and could result in 
a VM state which is uncontrolled. 

TS-14 ESXi Hypervisor Enlarged Attack Surface  
Availability of various application programming interfaces (API) into the VMkernel for use by third-party 
developers. An internal/external hacker could use the APIs to further attack the system. 

TS-15 Covert Channel -File Drag and Drop  
Malicious actor takes advantage of a communications path traversal that can involve the manipulation of shared 
memory that is used to transfer data between the guest virtualized system and the host system. 

TS-16 Denial of Service through excess log files  
A user on a VM can cause the VM to constantly reboot causing the generation of new VMware.log files until the 
datastore of the VM reaches over 90% capacity and can no longer function - requiring a complete rebuild of the 
VM. 

TS-17 vMotion Data Intercepted during Transit  
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 Threat Scenarios 

During the transfer of an active VM image using vMotion, the data associated with the VM Image application is in 
plain text and could be intercepted by anyone with a network monitoring tool such as "Wireshark" on the network. 

TS-18 Availability of Public Prebuild VMs  
A client user or VM admin requests that a specific VM image is installed on the ESXi Server - either knowingly or 
unknowingly that the VM image to be mounted contains malware - thereby permitting further attacks to be 
launched on the VM environment. 

TS-19 ESXi Server console access through the Unsupported Mode  
ESXi provides a "root" access console interface to the "Busybox" linux, which is secured by obscurity and one 
password. Console access is initially required but an attacker could configure access to the ESXi console 
interface through SSH from a remote terminal. 

TS-20 Limited Internal Control of VM traffic  
Network traffic within the ESXi server either between the ports of a vSwitch or from vSwitch to vSwitch may not be 
exposed to external network controls. This could permit malware or other forms of attacks to be promulgated from 
one VM to another VM without intervention. 

TS-21 Self Signed SSL Certs  
Self signed certificates are susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks. 

TS-22 vCenter Server Active Directory Admin Access  
Administrative access through Active Directory can expose vCenter Server to personnel that have no need for 
access to vCenter Server. 

TS-23 Unauthorized Privileges gained through the vCenter Database  
Unintentional or unauthorized changes made to the vCenter Server Database specifically a privileged employee 
gains access to the database inserts data into the tables and authorize themselves to log on to vCenter Server as 
a full administrator or cause problems in your environment. 

TS-24 Multiple VM AntiVirus Processes – Resource Availability 
In an ESXi Server with Multiple VM images running, each VM has it's own AV software which will be triggered to 
run at a predetermined time. Updates to the VM AV software will also happen at the same time. These activities 
can deplete the ESXi server of CPU resources as all VM's are carrying out AV runs or updates to the AV software 
at the same time. 

TS-25 Loss of Services across Trust Zones 
Due to poor architecture implementation, failure of a single VMware component causes loss of service in 
multiple application trust zones. 

TS-26 Network security controls bypassed 
Zoning controls provided by firewalls, virtual Distributed Switches, and vSwitch port assignments between 
different zone levels can be bypassed using the Virtual Machine Management Network, which can span multiple 
zones. 

TS-27 Duplicate VMs inadvertently created  
Inadequate/poor network design or maintenance practices cause host network isolation to happen causing 
multiple copies of the same VM to be available to users. 

TS-28 VM SAN Storage bridges Security Zones Safeguards  
Users gain access to data they are not authorized to view. 

Table 4 - Threat Scenario Summary 

4.3 VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS 
The vulnerability analysis is a subjective evaluation of a large scale departmental virtual server 
environment. A vulnerability is: a characteristic, attribute, or weakness of any asset within a system 
or environment (in which it operates) and which increases the probability of a threat event occurring 
or the severity of its effects causing harm.  The presence of a vulnerability does not in itself cause 
harm; a vulnerability is merely a condition or a set of conditions that could allow assets to be harmed 
by an attack or mishap.  

The major vulnerabilities in a virtualized systems environment being used by departments providing 
unclassified services to the public include:  

a. Concurrent anti virus processes running on multiple VM's. The depletion of server resources, 
CPU and memory, when a number of VM images on an ESXi server are all running anti virus 
updates or scans, causes some virtualization administrators to switch off the anti virus 
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activities associated with VM images. Rather than losing service availability due to the heavy 
loading of anti virus activities, the virtualization administrators accept the introduction of a 
significant vulnerability in the system. (TS-24) 

b. Poor coding practice on the guest VM image permitting the introduction of a Root Kit through 
a Red/Blue Pill attack. The lack of controls around coding practice can also lead to Covert 
Channels, Race Conditions, and Overflow issues providing an attacker with an “escape” from 
the VM image and to gain access to other VM images or the hypervisor. (TS-03) 

c. Lack of administrative procedures and authentication or integrity processes to ensure correct 
VM images are backed up to the correct location. In addition a lack of administrative 
procedures around dormant VM’s can lead to malware being placed on a dormant image, 
which is then brought into service at a later date, providing an attacker with an entry point 
into the VM image. (TS-06) 

d. Internal VM traffic not seen by external network control devices. In most virtual environments, 
the virtual switches, routers, and firewalls behave in a manner similar to their physical 
counterparts—possibly with additional capabilities. However, the internal virtualized network 
environment is not exposed to the tried and tested physical security mechanisms that most 
departments are familiar with. There can be a lack of separation of duties between the 
Network Administrators and the VM Administrators, which traditionally exists in the physical 
environment. (TS-20) 

e. During a VM motion procedure there is a VM configuration mismatch between target and 
source. This can also lead to a corruption of the folder and file permissions on the VM images 
involved in the “Virtual Motion”. (TS-13) 

f. Publicly available (uncontrolled) pre-built Virtual Machines. Some users will be tempted to 
use these VM images because of their ready availability. This and other replications of 
legitimate VM images can lead to an administrative nightmare with VM images sprawling out 
of control (TS-18) 

g. Complexity of virtual switch and virtual firewall configuration management. (TS-07 and TS-
08) 

h. Management and Shared Storage networks cross over the Trust Zone Boundaries with no 
control. A Threat Agent who has access to these networks can gain privileged and possibly 
undetected access to the ESXi Host Servers and their associated VM’s (TS-26 and TS-28) 

i. The design, implementation and maintenance of the Shared Storage devices if incorrectly 
carried out can cause the data associated with these storage devices to cross over the Trust 
Zones Boundaries. For example when vMotion is used or in the event of an ESXi Server 
failure within a HA Cluster causing the VM’s to be evacuated to another ESXi Host Server 
which has VM’s from other Trust Zones, causing commingling of the VM’s on a ESXi Host 
Server. 

The vulnerabilities associated with the expected state of a large scale departmental virtual server 
environment were assessed on a per-threat scenario basis. Some of the threat scenario identifiers 
are indicated in above vulnerability summaries.  
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The recommendations in this report provide “reduction” risk management options. The 
recommendations (i.e. recommended safeguards) were selected based on their feasibility within the 
large scale departmental virtual server environments and based on their cost effectiveness.  
Implementing the safeguards will reduce the operating risk to the acceptable level of Low.  The 
detailed recommended safeguards are shown in Annex A – Server Virtualization: Security Controls 
Baseline.   
Some of following recommendations include the specific safeguard identifiers used in the Annex A 
Server Virtualization: Security Controls Baseline. The safeguard identifiers also include a mapping to 
the relevant the SP-800-53 control area. 

After analysing the range of threat scenarios against the proposed environment, there are some 
broad areas of concern that have the potential to cause unacceptable risk levels for a typical 
Government Enterprise and should be addressed further in their own unique implementation specific 
security certification and accreditation process in accordance with FISMA requirements. 

5.1 DEEP SECURITY ENABLED SAFEGUARDS  
The Deep Security related security safeguards allow departments to effectively manage and mitigate 
security risks related to implementing a Multi-zoned partially virtualized environment for provision of 
unclassified services to the public. The recommended Deep Security related security controls that 
assist in mitigating the risks include: 

a. Firewall: (SG.T.SC-07.30) A significant issue in the virtualized environment is the complexity 
of setting firewall rules for multiple VM Images. Deep Security addresses this issue within the 
Deep Security Manager by the setting of generic rules for a particular installation, which can 
then be propagated to similar types of installations, with minimum potential for configuration 
errors. In special cases the rules can be tailored for individual VM images. In general the 
Deep Security 7.5 Firewall Rules examine the control information of network packets, and 
determine if a network connection should be allowed. In addition Stateful Configuration filters 
analyze each network packet in the context of traffic history, correctness of TCP and IP 
header values, and TCP connection state transitions, manages existing network sessions.  
Primary features and capabilities of the Deep Security Firewall include: 
• Virtual machine isolation: Allows VM's to be isolated virtual environments, providing virtual 

segmentation without the need to modify virtual switch configurations or network 
architecture 

• Fine-grained filtering: Firewall rules filter traffic based on source and destination IP 
address, port, MAC address, etc. Different rules can be applied to different network 
interfaces. For end-user systems, the firewall is location aware, and is able to limit 
interface use such that only a single interface can be used at one time. 

• Reconnaissance detection: Detect reconnaissance activities such as port scans. 
• Flexible control: The stateful firewall is flexible, allowing complete bypass of inspection, 

when appropriate, in a controlled manner.  
b. Anti Virus/Malware: (SG.O.SI-03.10) In a vSphere ESXi server environment where there can 

be a large number of VM images installed, should all the VM images start running their anti 
virus scans at the same time, the resources of the ESXi server can be exhausted very 
quickly. This can result in incomplete anti virus scans and in a worse case the services of the 
ESXi server becomes unavailable. This situation can be unacceptable to a virtualization 
systems administrator and in severe cases they will switch of the individual VM anti virus 
scanning. The Deep Security Virtual Appliance addresses this issue by conducting the anti 
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virus scans for the VM images in the central hypervisor, thereby preventing the resources of 
the ESXi server from becoming exhausted. The Deep Security Virtual Appliance is integrated 
into the ESXi host hypervisor using the End Point Security (Epsec) drivers, and defends it by 
monitoring files for viruses based on known signatures. Authorized administrators configure 
the Appliance(s) through the Deep Security Manager. Deep Security Virtual Appliances 
generate Anti-Malware event records, regarding viruses detected, and pass these records to 
the Deep Security Manager for review, storage and report generation. Within each record, 
event time, event type, action taken, and data source are recorded. Administrators can 
control the behaviour of the Deep Security Manager log collection process. This can be 
configured to occur on demand or at regular intervals. The Deep Security Manager groups 
the anti-virus information received from Deep Security Virtual Appliances into AV events 
based on their Event ID (type). When a predefined event has been detected, email alarms 
are sent to pre-selected recipients. 

c. Intrusion Detection and Prevention: (SG.O.SI-03.12) To prevent such attacks as SQL 
injection or cross site scripting on individual VM images Deep Security makes use of Deep 
Packet Inspection (DPI). This Intrusion Detection and Prevention function is carried out by 
the (DPI) techniques, which examine the content of a network packet or a sequence of 
packets. Based on predefined DPI Rules, various actions are carried out by the 
Agents/Appliances on these packets: from replacing specifically defined or suspicious byte 
sequences, to completely dropping packets and resetting the connection. 

To assist in the management of the complex virtualized environment, additional functions of Integrity 
Monitoring and Logging can be obtained through the use of Deep Security Agents installed on 
specific VM Images. The Integrity Monitoring uses rules to define the content to be hashed and 
compared with future scans. Log Inspection uses Rules to define the, decoding and parsing 
techniques for analyzing the logs. 

a. Integrity Monitoring: (SG.O.SI-07.12) The use of Security Profiles assists with the 
management of this complex environment. Security Profiles allow Integrity Monitoring rules 
to be configured for groups of systems, or individual systems. VM imaged servers, which use 
the same operating system rules, are configured with a single Security Profile, this can be 
used by several servers. The unique requirements of any VM Imaged server can be 
addressed at the individual Host configuration level. 
On a per VM image basis the checking of file properties, specifically the Windows registry, 
again contributes to making this complex environment more manageable. File property 
checking is carried out on files and directories, which are monitored for changes to contents 
or attributes (ownership, permissions, size, etc). Addition, modification, or deletion of 
Windows registry keys and values, access control lists, or web site files can also be 
monitored. 

b. Log Inspection: (SG.T.AU-06.12) Log Monitoring enables administrators' visibility into 
suspicious activity occurring in their environment and is a critical component to any forensic 
or auditing activities. Log Inspection & Collection provides the ability to collect and analyze 
operating system and application logs for important security events. This capability is 
provided by a local Deep Security Agent installed on a VM Image. 

c. Audit: (SG.T.AU-06.10) Auditable reporting is generated within Deep Security Manager, 
along with alert generations, and automated report creation and delivery. 

5.2 OTHER VIRTUAL SERVER ENVIRONMENT SAFEGUARDS 
The following additional safeguards (in no particular order) are also highlighted for consideration in a 
multi zoned, multi tiered virtualized environment as would likely be implemented in a typical large 
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scale government department for providing unclassified services to the public.  (See Annex A for full 
set of recommended controls or security best practices). All the safeguards were examined in 
relation to their combined effect in mitigating risks in a baseline government enterprise virtual server 
environment.  

a. Implement a defence-in-depth multi-trust zone network architecture (SG.T.SC-05.02; 
SG.T.SC-32.01). 

b. Reconfigure access control features, as needed, based on factors such as policy changes, 
technology changes, audit findings, and new security needs (SG.T.AC-01.04; SG.O.CM-
03.06; SG.O.CM-06.22; SG.O.SI-07.10; SG.T.AC-02.04; SG.T.AC-02.02; SG.T.AC-02.05; 
SG.T.AC-05.14). 

c. Use multi-factor authentication for privileged users where one of the factors is a hardware 
token. Multi factor authentication should be used for access to the virtualization administrator 
workstations, and any machine which can interface to any of the virtualization management 
tools.( SG.T.AC-05.04; SG.T.AC-05.10) 

d. Organizations should include their virtual networks in all network architecture documentation 
and security risk assessments (SG.T.SC-32.02). 

e. Perform vulnerability tests to address both management functions and security functions 
controlling access to the virtualized environment, as well as expanding upon the public search 
for vulnerabilities (SG.O.SI-03.12; SG.M.RA-05.02). 

f. Penetration tests should be performed over the system life cycle (SG.O.SI-06.02; SG.M.RA-
05.02). 

g. Perform periodic compliance assessments to ensure that department’s virtualization policies, 
processes and procedures are being followed (SG.T.AU-01.02). 

h. Organizations should take advantage of disk encryption to ensure the VM image and the data 
associated with it —and any backups—cannot be viewed directly from the storage device 
(this is especially true for shared network-based storage) (SG.T.SC-28.1; SG.T.SC-13.02; 
SG.T.SC-04.02; SG.T.SC-13.08) (NB: The generic controls listed in the NIST or DISA 
standards do not address encryption of data within the enterprises virtualization storage 
environment). 

i. Enforce network separation and protection of the virtualized environments management and 
administration systems (SG.T.AC-06.02; SG.O.CM-06.76; SG.O.CM-06.78) 

j. Enforce consistency of virtual network configurations across the multi-zone 
environment(SG.O.CM-02.08; SG.T.AC-06.02; SG.T.AU-01.02). 

k. Enable Lockdown Mode when adding a vSphere ESXi host to the vCenter Server (SG.O.CM-
06.80) . 

l. Regularly audit the virtualized configuration. The vCenter Server Authentication and 
Authorization controls should be regularly audited. Inspect all authorizations and 
authentications within the virtual environment. Ensure that users do not have permissions to 
components they have been denied access to in vCenter. Audit users within groups, within 
vCenter, ESXi, and all other management tools. A user, regardless of management tool used, 
needs to have only one set of authentication and authorization (SG.T.AC-17.14). 

m. Carefully monitor the hypervisor for signs of compromise. Consider using introspection 
techniques (SG.O.IR-05.02; SG.O.IR-05.04; SG.O.IR-05.06; SG.T.AC-17.02; SG.T.SA-11.14; 
SG.T.SC-07.20; SG.O.CM-06.04). 

n. Limit access to the hypervisor and enforce separation of duties (SG.T.AC-17.02; SG.T.IA-
03.04; SG.O.PE-03.02; SG.O.PE-03.04). 
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o. Implement effective patch management for hypervisor, guest OS and application environment 
(SG.O.SI-02.02; SG.O.SI-02.04; SG.O.SI-02.06). 

p. Policy and procedures should be developed and implemented to disable user accounts, VPN 
access, and administrative accesses before the user departs the organization, or immediately 
after. An external Threat Agent who was an organizations virtualization administrator can 
critically damage the VM environment very quickly, by deleting a large number of VM’s. This 
type of event can be carried out much more efficiently in a virtualized environment compared 
to a physical server environment (SG.T.AC-02.03; SG.T.AC-17.02; SG.T.AC-17.04; SG.T.AC-
17.14) 

q. Restrict access to management controls to specified machines within a virtualization 
management layer. Place behind a firewall all the virtualization environment management 
tools including vCenter, Shared Storage tools, Performance Management Tools, Backup 
Tools. Anything that directly or indirectly touches the virtualization management tools should 
be within this management only network. Access to these components should only be allowed 
from within this management network and access to the management network should be 
restricted to specific administrator workstations (SG.T.AC-02.07; SG.T.AC-17.02). 

r. Know what the virtualization administrator’s capabilities are. Trusting administrators with the 
organizations data it is best to understand what they are capable of doing. Background 
checks should be required if the data is sensitive enough (SG.M.SA-13). 

s. Make proper backups. It is crucial to make proper backups and to consistently check those 
backups. Without proper and tested backups, recovery from disasters whether man made or 
not is difficult at best. The Shared Storage associated with the virtualized environment can if 
incorrectly designed or implemented require very large amounts of storage capacity well in 
excess of physical machine backup storage space requirements (SG.O.CP-09.01). 

t. The virtualized environment should be continually monitored using monitoring tools that will 
look at the virtualized system environment for configuration changes and major changes 
every 5 minutes or less. Respond to any and all alerts. A simple monitor of whether or not a 
crucial VM still exists and is running should be part of any such monitoring tool.  There are 
many monitoring tools, but not all understand the virtual environment, monitoring tools 
designed specifically for the virtualized environment should be used (SG.O.SI-04.07; 
SG.O.IR-04.03; SG.O.IR-05.02. 

u. With respect to shared storage ensure that all the VM’s in the Public Access Zone/ DMZ are 
own their own Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs). These LUNs should only be presented to the 
ESXi host Servers in the Public Access Zone/DMZ. Do not commingle Public Access 
Zone/DMZ VMs with Operations or Restricted zoned VM’s on the same LUN. Do not use 
Storage vMotion to move VMs from the Public Access Zone/DMZ LUNs to Operations or 
Restricted zoned LUNs (SG.T.SC-32; SG.T.SC-07.13. 

This report relies heavily on virtualization related security guidance documents listed in Annex B. 
The following documents were found to be particularly useful and are highlighted for consideration in 
the identification and selection of security controls in future risk assessments: 

a. VMware ESX Server 3 Configuration Guide, NSA, Systems and Network Attack Center 
(SNAC), 3 March 2008; 

b. Guide to Security for Full Virtualization Technologies, Special Publication 800-125, NIST, Jan 
2011; 

c. ESX Server, Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG), US Department of Defence, 
DISA, Version 1, Release 1, 28 April 2008; 

d. VMware vSphere 4.1 Security Hardening Guide, Apr 2011;  
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e. Network Segmentation in Virtualized Environments, Best Practices, VMware Inc., Revision: 
20090519 Item: BP-059-INF-02-01; and 

f. Common Criteria, Security Target, VMware ESXi 4.0 Update 1 and vCenter Sever 4.0 Update 
1, EAL4+, Corsec Security Inc., version 1.4, 7 Sep 2010. 

 




